LICENSE AGREEMENT
This Licensing Agreement governs the terms by which you may download and use the
music available for royalty free licensing at jcprost.com website. By using my website
and/or purchasing a license from me, you agree to be bound by the following terms and
conditions (the “Agreement”) as same pertain to the license you purchase.
Definitions:
Project:
A media project to which Recording is synchronized.
Recording: A certain piece of recorded music available for license from
jcprost.com.
By purchasing a J.C.Prost music license, J.C.Prost grants you the limited, nonexclusive, non-transferable, worldwide right and license, in perpetuity, to modify
(subject to related restrictions) and use a Recording in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the Agreement.
Previews of Recordings, that are available for download on the jcprost.com website,
are for internal testing and client approval purposes only and cannot be used for any
other purpose including, but not limited to, any unlicensed use in commercial
materials, advertisements, digital media or video synchronization.
This license allows you to use the Recording in an unlimited number of Projects in the
following ways:
Online video – personal, business, corporate, non-profit, charity, school or any
revenue generating online video Project.
Other Project – personal, business, corporate, non-profit, charity, school or any
revenue generating non-online audiovisual Project. Please note that this license
allows you to use the Recording only in a way that, at all time, the Recording has
to be synchronized with visual content.
You may use the Recordings in your personal or professional / business related
projects, as well as the projects you undertake on behalf of your client or employer.
You may use the Recordings in one or many projects undertaken under the same
business name.
Each Recording is licensed to you for specific use, not sold. The license does not
transfer the copyright of the Recording to you.
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The license expressly forbids resale, re-licensing, or other distribution of the
Recording, either as is, or any modification thereof.
You may not:
use, modify, resell, sub-license, assign, transfer, otherwise make available or
permit access by any third party to the Recordings, except as in cases expressly
authorized by the license;
resell the Recording by itself or as part of a package, except solely as embodied
within your Project;
resell the Recording (or otherwise make it available) in any manner that would
enable a third party to download the Recording as a separate file;
resell the Recording (or otherwise make it available) as part of any competing
product such as music compilation or music library;
sell the Recording (or otherwise make it available) as, or as part of, your music
or as your song, even if it has been transformed or edited, or if you add other
instruments or vocals to the music;
claim the Recordings as your own work;
claim ownership of the Recordings (or otherwise make it available) through
YouTube’s Content ID system.
You are required to credit me - J.C.Prost - in your project. At the end of your
Project (for any kind of Project) or/and in the description to the video (for Youtube and
alike usage), quote the sentence „Music by J.C.Prost (jcprost.com)“.
You hereby acknowledge that J.C.Prost is and remains the owner of all right, title and
interest in the Recording, including without limitation any copyrights therein.
All Recordings are licensed ‘as is’. The total liability of J.C.Prost is limited to the
licensing fee paid by you to J.C.Prost. You hereby agree that this license is granted to
you without any other warranty or recourse and agree to indemnify J.C.Prost from any
damage or financial loss resulting from your usage of the Recordings.
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